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Abstract
This chapter is a study about how working professionals

in any field with their income invest time in hours to attain new

professional employments in the data science industry. The

article suggests that in any field how much a working

professional, whether engineers & managers from their busy

schedule and hefty work environment, is able to get time to

learn new courses with investment in courses. The

professionals consulted are engineers & managers who have

to make certain decisions in the corporate world. The
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statistical analysis conducted is cross tab & correlation.

Keyword:- professionals, income, study hours & statistical

analysis

Introduction
The world is full of opportunities for talent-based

employment. The engineers & managers are the

professionals who act daily as decision-makers for specific

engineering & business problems. The professionals are

earning well in these times as the government is also a great

contributor for the better working environment. The employers

also support the leave management system due to particular

government initiatives. The lockdown period acted as a boon

for the professionals to work on their career growth. The

Lockdown has given enough time to professionals to learn

and earn new dynamics of professionalism. According to

industry requirements, there are 1000 jobs available as a data

scientist and analyst & also a promising carrier in foreign

countries.The average size of the data industry(analysts) is

about one hundred ninety-eight billion in the year 20 twenty.

The path-breaking role is of software in this industry like r

programming, python machine learning these are the tools

which require special training & skills . Therefore, acquiring an

analyst professional's skills and training via learning new

programs and courses. The various courses in which online

courses are prominent and professional take it due to free

paced schedule. The various online teaching & learning

platforms are available to learn the program. Secondly, the
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industry is also enthusiastic mid-sized, or big corporations are

looking for business intelligence with market insights for better

profits. This helps the corporate better plan, organize, market

expansion & strategically orient their resources. As suggested

by statista.com, the prediction for big data industry size with

revenue is one hundred three billion dollars. The skill required

in this market to become a data professional must be math,

statistical analysis & computer coding knowledge.

Literature Review
According to (McCue & McCoy 2017), no matter the

specific description, the degree of "large" datasets, alongside

their intricacy and variety, needs extraordinary information

stockpiling and recuperation resolutions and makes this

information tough to control and examine. As suggested by

(Gibert et al.,2018), There are numerous troublesome,

specialized choices to facilitate the information researcher

needs to look to acquire the best result for a specified dataset

and purpose. Earlier and back study requires extraordinary

exertion at the same time as managing open applications. As

concluded by (Chan et al.,2021), an adequate distinction

representation is essential to guarantee the opportune spread

of information and support the joint effort while simultaneously

defending the interests of the multitude of partners in the

examination environment. According to (Anhalt-Depies,

etal.2019), Protection infringement possibly will not be the

prominent danger people experience connected with resident

science. Besides bodily or sentimental damage when delicate
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data got discovered, According to (Ward et al.,2018),

Generally, the product engineering of matminer intended to

overcome any issues linking the expert level information &

science instruments(data science tools) created by the Python

people group and the apparatuses, procedures, and

information explicit to the materials space. According to

(Baptista et al.,2019), The conversion in the scientific areas ,

innovation, & medication during its energetic computerized

time have produced new-fangled information functions to

create a regulatory investigation and develop medical care

personalization and proper medical care medication. As

suggested by (Kjelvik & Schultheis, 2019), To work with the

utilization of information by instructors and understudies, they

distinguish and portray highlights that impact the intricacy of

informational collections' scope, determination, curation,

dimension, and scruffiness. To conclude, we depict

instructors' assets and preparing needs and recognize regions

for future studies. As suggested by (Greenville &

Emery,2016), The best power of open source innovation is

that whichever changes to plans or codes. That is

unreservedly distributed to study. According to (Bohanec

etal.,2017), To show the authority and convenience of the

clarification strategy, we present a brave, genuine instance of

B2B deals anticipating, much of the time done critically. An

undeniable level business process is utilizing the proposed

innovative expectation framework. The data science world

contains the world of innovation, algorithms, coding &
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machine learning, and various computer-based methods of

data presentation and modeling. Therefore, it requires a

skilled and talented workforce which is now scarce in the

current situation.

Statistical Analysis
The tables are given below highlight the statistical frequencies

of analytical values
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Table Proportional  computations

values Standard

Error

Appx. Appx.

Significance

Int.by Int. Pearso

n R

-.512 .092 -3.765 .001c

Ord. by

Ord.

Spear

man

Corr.

-.462 .092 -3.292 .002c

number of Valid

Cases

42
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Statistical analysis & interpretation
Table 1 suggests all cases correctly processed in this

study, with no missing value case. Additionally, table2

presents the cross-tabulation counts. Table three suggests

that all values are significant for Pearson's R(.001) &

Spearman Correlation (.002). The statistical analysis

represents that higher-salary professionals now emphasize

learning the data sciences courses. This clears the picture

that the old days are grown when professionals in any field

attain an experience, enjoy its fruits, and retire with it. In the

modern corporate world, the changing environment demands

people to be more analytical & skilled in decision-making. The

chi-square test also stands significant with a value (.000).

Conclusion
Professionals in the pandemic time went into virtual

online colleges to attain newer educational skills for a better

future and keep learning during pandemics for upgradation.

This also reflects their insights for development in their career.
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This study's proper utilization of time & money is seen during

the lockdown period.
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